Cheat Sheet by Kara Anderson

EPISODE 106

Connection, Community,
and Confidence:
What your homeschool
needs this fall
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In This Episode
Sarah gives listeners a peek inside Read-Aloud Revival Premium Membership and all it has to
oﬀer. Learn who is coming this year for author access events, and how you can get a regular
dose of mama inspiration too!
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The Listening Guide
Use this guide to skip to parts that most interest you, or listen to the entire podcast.
1:54

Book clubs, author events and more

3:50

Upcoming authors

5:32

Kate DiCamillo and Linda Sue Park

8:39

Fall back in love with homeschooling

9:15

Professional development for you

11:05 Mama book clubs
12:10 A 3-step system
15:05 Let the kids speak

"The wonderful thing about these events, all of these
Book Club events, is that you don’t just connect your
kids with authors and with books, although that’s
certainly what’s happening here, but you also form
meaningful and lasting connections with each other in
your family – that’s the thing I treasure more than
anything."
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Quotes and Questions
Help your kids fall in love with books
"What we actually hear from members after these events is that the next time they’re at the
library their kids run to the section to find more books by that author or illustrator or the
books that that author or illustrator mentioned as their own childhood favorites because
they feel like they’re seeking out books written by a friend. They have a completely
diﬀerent personal connection with the author, the illustrator, and the work than they’ve ever
had before. So, if you want to help your kids fall in love with books, trust me, this is
how you do it.”

Replace your literature curriculum
"You can really do literature as a family and make this more of a cohesive whole, restful,
joyful part of your homeschool. It really helps you dive deep into books, it helps you
nurture your family relationships at the same time, and that’s such a win."

Your kids will engage with books in a new way
"I really think your kid’s relationship with books will never be the same once they
engage in books this way and once they meet the authors and illustrators themselves.
There is just nothing like it …”
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Show Notes
Books from today’s episode:
•

Fablehaven

•

Tops & Bottoms

•

The Anansi books by Eric Kimmel

•

The Mysterious Benedict Society

•

The Tale of Despereaux

•

The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane

•

The Mercy Watson books

•

The Tiger Rising

•

Ramie Nightingale

•

Louisiana’s Way Home

•

A Single Shard

•

Bee Bim Bop

•

Jayber Crow

Other links from today’s show:
•

Join membership NOW!

•

Get the FREE booklist and more - go to readaloudrevial.com or text BOOKS to
345345

•

Caroline Starr Rose on the podcast

•

RAR #82: Why Fidgeting is a Good Sign (and what brain science has to say about
reading aloud), Dr. Michael Gurian

To find more resources to help you build your family culture around books, visit
ReadAloudRevival.com.
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